Multi-directional Greedy Stereo Matching
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a new stereo matching method to reduce a memory size and handle large images such as satellite images while its performance satisfies speed and accuracy. Our new method is based on a Multi-directional Greedy algorithm and RANSAC. First, we obtain a depth image along multi-directional scanlines using the Greedy algorithm. Then, we find reliable areas from the distribution of several depth images using RANSAC. Finally, we extend the reliable areas by iterating the Greedy algorithm and RANSAC several times starting with the previously obtained reliable areas and decide the final depth image. Experimental results show that our algorithm proves the possibility of stereo matching for an enormous image using low memory size while satisfying the performance from the viewpoint of speed and accuracy.

1. Introduction

Stereo Matching is a technique to find out same image coordinates from stereo images captured from a pair of cameras or more. Many investigations in stereo matching can be categorized as two schemes in common. One is local matching and the other is global matching. Local matching consider a point which has smallest energy cost comparing to every local areas as corresponding point. Global matching consider a point which make global energy cost smallest as corresponding point. Recent investigations more focus on global matching schemes and some of them present interesting results.

Some global matching approaches such as BP( Belief Propagation), GC(Graph Cut), DP(Dynamic Programming) and SGM(Semi-Global Matching) also have weak points. BP and SGM require huge memory space and take long computation time for global energy minimization of each matching pair. A fast global matching approach such as DP algorithm yields the scan-line problem. Especially, in stereo matching of huge images such as satellite images, short computation time and proper memory space is important as much as accuracy.

In this paper, we address a stereo matching problem for an enormous data such as satellite images. Memory and speed are the most important factors to determine the performance of the method. Thus, we propose a new stereo matching algorithm to reduce a memory size with satisfying accuracy performance. A new strategy - multidirectional greedy algorithm is used to estimate depth images and then RANSAC is developed for extracting reliable regions with previously obtained several depth images. For the reliable regions, we iterate the greedy algorithm and RANSAC to find a final global depth image. Our approach is similar to the SGM algorithm. It calculates the matching cost of an image pixel, accumulates the matching costs for the pixel in 8 or 16 directions, and compares the aggregated matching cost. In comparison to SGM, the proposed algorithm differs in terms of calculating the depth directly from multi-directional greedy algorithm. As a novel approach, we apply RANSAC to extract reliable areas from several depth images. The proposed method needs a small memory size because we store only previous position information for each matching direction, while the conventional method needs a large memory size for storing matching costs.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II describes the purpose of proposed algorithm and its flow. Section III explains a conventional greedy algorithm and describes the application of the modified greedy algorithm in the proposed method. Section IV and V described reliable areas extraction using RANSAC and experimental results.

2. Overview of the proposed algorithm

Proposal stereo matching algorithm has following two assumptions. First assumption is that the point which has disparity change always has intensity difference. Second assumption is that the disparity change in the textureless area is small, for instance 1 or 2 disparities. We progress our experiment with these assumptions.

The proposed algorithm’s detail contents are briefed in the following sentences.

- Greedy Algorithm: The number of matching directions are 8 or 16. Processing along each matching direction, a disparity of current matching point is confirmed by comparing corresponding energies of points near to the disparity of previous matching point. But, if a current point is on an edge, the disparity can not be near to the disparity of previous matching point. So, the current point disparity should be found through all possible disparity range. As repeating to find disparity, we can get multi-directional disparities in the end.

- Extraction of reliable area using RANSAC: This step is to find out reliable disparity regions from multi-directional disparity maps that are confirmed using the Greedy algorithm. In an image point, if all the disparities from multiple directions are equal, then we can say the disparity is correct value. In the other hand, if some disparity which are different outstandingly will be treated
as an error and others are gathered to determine the disparity value. Then we consider the gathered disparity value as a reliable one. But, if the disparity values are distributed widely, we can’t confirm the disparity of the point and the point remains as a hole.

- Iterative hole filling: After the Greedy algorithm and RANSAC processing, we can get reliable areas even though it does not cover the whole image. We execute the Greedy Algorithm again through several matching directions using the disparity values in reliable areas which are confirmed in previous processing. After that, we execute RANSAC to the area except the area whose disparity is already confirmed. We consider reliable area’s value as confirmed disparity and fill the holes by iteratively doing these steps.

3. Extraction of a disparity image using a multi-directional Greedy algorithm

If only one matching direction is used for Greedy Algorithm, the result will not be reliable. But, if Greedy Algorithm execute through several matching directions, we can expect that right results exist from some of them.

3.1 Error cost of correspondence

In this paper, disparity map is measured on the basis of left image. So, error cost between left point and right point which is $d$ pixels far from left point is calculated in advance. To calculate the error cost, we use the normalized SAD. Before cost computation, every left pixel is classified to texture area or un-texture area using a 3x3 mask window. To classify a pixel, the distribution of one pixel’s intensity is compared to the other’s around the pixel. The reason of this classification is to differ the way of using normalized SAD. The window size is set larger for an un-texture area than that in a texture area. After pixels are classified on the basis of texture density, normalized SAD is calculated about whole left image pixels and the expression is following.

$$E_p(d) = \Sigma_{q\in W} \left[ |i_q - i_{q+d}| - (ave_q - ave_{q+d}) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

In the expression, $i_q$ and $i_{q+d}$ are the intensity of pixel $p$ in the left image and pixel $q+d$ for the right image, and $W$ are pixels in the window centering around pixel $p$. Parameter $ave_q$ and $ave_r$ are average intensity of left image’s pixel $q$ and right image’s pixel $q+d$.

3.2 Greedy algorithm

Greedy algorithm’s main concept is to take best one just considering current circumstance. Usually, local stereo matching searches over all possible disparity range to find out proper disparity for each pixel. But, we can reduce the disparity search range using greedy algorithm with previous pixel’s disparity. Greedy algorithm can be used in many cases about stereo matching, however, we use greedy algorithm finding out disparity through matching directions. If using just one matching direction, it’s not easy to correct the error which is calculated. So, we propose a multi-directional greedy algorithm. But, more directions don’t guarantee higher accuracy and we think that 8 or 16 directions are proper. Figure 1 shows that the greedy algorithm is applied to multi-directional stereo matching.

The left image of the figure shows directions through which the greedy algorithm progress, and the right image shows the relation between $p$ and $p_{next}$ that are on the same matching direction. In the right image of the figure, we use previous pixel, pixel $p$’s disparity to calculate disparity of pixel $p_{next}$ on the progress which calculate the disparity according to the matching direction. Possible disparity range can be from $d_{p+1}$ to $d_{p-1}$. By comparing costs of the candidates, we decide the disparity of the pixel $p_{next}$ which has smallest $E_{p}(d)$ than the other candidates. At this time, if there’s a change between previous and current disparity, the penalty($\delta$) will be paid to prevent outstanding disparity change.

$$d_{p_{next}} = \min_{d'} \{ E_{p_{next}}(d' - 1) + \delta, \ E_{p_{next}}(d' + 1) + \delta \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The above equation expresses the relation between current pixel and next pixel. But, if the current pixel is on the edge as progressing the greedy algorithm according to the matching directions, we have to choose disparity $d$ which has smallest $E_{p}(d)$ value among the candidates from all possible disparity ranges. Because in such pixel which is on the edge, disparity can be changed suddenly as stated above. In addition, we have to find out proper disparity from all possible disparity range on the start pixel of all matching directions. The Figure 2 shows some results that are caused by the greedy algorithm from 4 matching directions(left to right, right to left, up to down, down to up).

3.2 Greedy algorithm
4. Iterative extraction and expansion of the reliable area

After confirming several disparity images using the multi-directional greedy algorithm, we obtain the final disparity image from these images. If all disparity values which are obtained from the algorithm are equal, then it’s an ideal case. But, actually, the disparity values are different. In this case, we use RANSAC to find out correct disparity value of a pixel, which estimates correct disparity from all of them. After obtaining the disparity from reliable areas, and we iterate the greedy algorithm and RANSAC a couple of times and to expand reliable areas.

4.1 Extraction of reliable area using RANSAC

RANSAC is used to remove the outlier which is not in the acceptable scope and considered as noise when sample’s distribution is not flat. We use the left image to operate RANSAC to find reliable image areas. In this paper, we consider the disparity of a pixel as reliable value when the ratio that is the percentage of suitable value to all is bigger than a pre-defined value as follows.

\[
D_F = \begin{cases} 
\text{Ave}(S_i) & \frac{|S_i|}{M} > \text{RANSAC\_ratio} \\
\text{Ave}(S_i) & |d_i - d_j| \leq \text{Difference\_threshold} 
\end{cases}
\]

Where, 
\[
S_i = \{d_i | d_i - d_j| \leq \text{Difference\_threshold} \}
\]

In Equation 3, i and j are matching directions. If the greedy algorithm is performed according to M matching directions, then M disparity values are obtained in pixel p. At this time, \( S_i \) is the set of the value \( d_i \) whose difference to \( d_j \) is smaller and equal than threshold (about 1 pixel). If there is a set \( S_i \) whose elements number ratio to M is bigger and equal than RANSAC ratio (user defined), then the average of the set \( S_i \) ’s elements is confirmed to a pixel p’s disparity value.

In this process, the result obey to parameter RANSAC ratio and Difference threshold. If the value of Difference threshold is small, then correct result is expected in high probability, but the resulting image has many holes because of small number of reliable areas. In an other way, the bigger threshold value brings some incorrect results but small number of holes because of large reliable areas. RANSAC ratio is in opposition to Difference threshold. If the value is large, then correct result is expected but many holes are occurred, otherwise the result is not so much correct but have small number of holes. But, RANSAC ratio has different value according to texture’s existence. The reason why it has difference value is because untextured area need more reliability.

4.2 Processing of greedy algorithm from reliable area

When the reliable areas are obtained using RANSAC, it’s not easy to obtain disparity value over whole image. So, in this paper, we propose that the greedy algorithm progress again through M matching directions from reliable areas which are already confirmed. After M directional disparity images are obtained, the reliable areas are obtained again using RANSAC about unreliable areas which are not confirmed in the previous step.

4.3 Iterative expansion of the reliable area

If a hole is still left on an image except reliable areas, then we can fill the hole with reliable area by the greedy algorithm and RANSAC. Iterating these processes expand the reliable areas. After 3 or 4 times iterations, the remaining holes are not filled any more. We can see the results of the reliable area’s expansion by steps in Figure 3. The result of the last step is a final disparity image.

4. Experimental results

In this paper, we perform experiments using the middlebury stereo images, Teddy, Venus, Cones, and other stereo images which are Tsukuba and a part of satellite image. The stereo matching is progress on the basis of left image and uses the information of gray intensity, not color information. When the experiment is done with middle-bury images and Tsukuba, the window size of error cost on texture area is 3x3 and that on untexture area is 5x5. Ransac_ratio is 0.4 on texture area and 0.6 on untexture area. Figure 5 shows the results after 4 times iteration. Though the results have some holes, yet the accuracy is as good as the results of SGM whose window size of error cost is 3 and aggregation directions are 8. But, the amount of memory usage in our method is much smaller than that of SGM and the processing time is shorter in factor of 1/2. From experiments, we can see that our method becomes more effective as the disparity search range is bigger. When the experiment is progressed with satellite image, the window size of error cost is 3x3 to 13x13 and Ransac_ratio is 0.7 to 0.3 with iteratively expanding the reliable area. In Figure 4, the result of satellite image has a comparatively correct building’s disparity, though there are some errors in some image regions.
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Figure 4. Application to the satellite image and results

6. Conclusion
We propose a novel global stereo matching algorithm which is fast and needs small memory, but the efficiency is comparative to existing stereo matching algorithms. We obtain M disparity images using the greedy algorithm through M matching directions, and reliable areas from M disparity images using RANSAC. The final disparity image is obtained by iteratively using the greedy algorithm and RANSAC to expand reliable area to whole image area.

Our method, different to existing method, doesn’t need to search whole disparity range, because of greedy algorithm. The disparity search range is just between previous disparity ±1. This narrow disparity search range reduces processing time and amount of system memory.

In this paper, our novel method offers accuracy as good as SGM’s. And the processing time is reduced about 1/2 times. The system resource memory is relatively smaller than SGM. Therefore, it’s possible to obtain depth image from huge size of stereo image. Disparity holes left in the final image are problems to solve. In addition, we have to do more experiments to obtain better result from the satellite stereo images which are difficult to solve.

Figure 5. Comparing our method with SGM